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FINAL HJEPGRP
GAS MB BLACK POWER EXPLOSION

OLD FOBGL COLLIFHY, THE PI'ITSTOB COMPANY
AyOCA,vm&asvum.
September £9, 1930.

INTBQBDC’iTQH

On the morning of September £9, at about ?;05 a.stu,
a local gas explosion occurred in three chambers of the first

right rock tunnel section of the Did Forge Colliery, (otherwise

known as the Central Shaft), located at Avoca, Luzerne County,

As a result of the gas ignition, at least twoPennsylvania,

kegs, or portions of kegs, of black blasting powder were ex-
ploded.

Three men were killed instantly by violence, and an-
other died from injuries two days later in the hospital; three

others were seriously injured as a result of this explosion.No

other persons were in the chambers involved at the time of the

ignition.
The United States Bureau of Mines was informed of the

The writer was de-explosion of September 29 through the Press.
tailed to investigate the explosion and determine, if possible,

the contributing causes, and to make recommendations looking to

the prevention of similar occurrences.
The writer arrived at Avoaa on October 1 and started

the investigation on October £, which required two days to complete.



GMIR&L INFORMATION

Ownership and Management?

The colliery is owned and operated by the Pittston

Company, with general offices at Dunmore, Pennsylvania, About

six hundred employees work underground, producing about a thou-
sand tons of anthracite per day. The officials of the company

are as follows?

G. M. Gillette, general manager, The Pittston Company
Box 558, Scranton, Pennsylvania.

J. C. Cook, colliery superintendent, Old Forge Colliery,
Avooa, Pennsylvania*

Andrew Wilson, safety engineer, 134 Searie street
Pittston, Pennsylvania.

Msthods of Mining?
HIM* vwu rm 11 tw+m—fmmmmmatm*—

The Red Ash vein of anthracite, which appears in three

splits with partings of varying degrees of thickness between, is

mined at the Old Forge Colliery These splits are known as the

Nigger (top split), tho Five foot (middle split), and the Bottom

Bed Ash (lower split). Many rock faults are present in the vein

and overlaps of the veins are prevalent throughout the locality.
The breast and pillar advancing and retreating system of mining

Trolley locomotives, operating on £50 volts D.C.,is employed

and eable reel and trolley locomotivesare used for main haulage,

for gathering.
Gas and Ventilation:

The colliery is rated as non-gassy by the Pennsylvania

The writer was unable to obtain aState Department of Mines.
" 2 *



very definite description of the ventilating system of the mine,

except that it has numerous openings to the surface ana in some

instances air is conducted from one vein to another through small

local shafts and through rock tunnels. The ventilation and the

coursing of the air through the local area affected by the explo-
sion is, however, definitely known and will be discussed later in

this report.
lire bosses are not employed, but one person served as

a part time fire boss and mad© pre-shift examinations of working

All places are not examined daily before the shift entersplaces#

the mine as the territory is much too large for one man to cover.
lighting*.

Open carbide lights are used by the underground employees

There are a number of Davy, . Gianny, and Wolffor illumination.
These- lamps are usedkey-locked flam® safety lamps at the mine.

by the officials in testing for gas.
Explosives!
miH»m< mi\i» im» « » ** in"urn i

Black blasting powder and, squibs are generally used for

Monobel SALF, fired electrically with number 6 el-blasting coal.
ectric detonators,and ten shot non-permissible blasting units, are

Holes may be drilled, as deepused for blasting wet holes and rock.
as 6-1/2 feet into the solid arid are tamped with coal slack. Black

powder is issued to the men on the surface in twenty-five pound metal

cans, and Monobel in twenty-five pound boxes. Squibs and detonators

are stored with, or near, explosives, and the amount of explosive

«• 3 *



stored in any one place is not very well regulated. Apparently,

the discipline in regard to handling and storage of explosive

underground is very lax.
Mine-itescue Organization;
irrti»Ti-nimiinii i nivm I I I IWI HIM- n- niiHi'i nTrmi~i'MiT T i ~ i — ~*~

There is no mine-rescue organisation at this colliery

the company maintains a well equipped mine-rescue stationhowever ,
at the Ewen Colliery, at Pittston, Pennsylvania, which is reason-
ably close to the Central Colliery The company has a number of

well-trained apparatus crews at their gaseous sines in the district.
Incidentally, a number of them have taken the U. Bureau of Minesa >

"Advanced Training, in L'ine-Bescue and Recovery Operations..??
Course,
Supervision;

A mine foreman is employed at the colliery, also an as-
sistant foreman who makes daily visits to - the working places of the

A part time fire boas is also employed who makesaffected area.
pre-shift examinations of working places. Because of the large mas-
her of working places, he can only visit each place but infrequently.
According to his own statements, he had not visited the places in-

A general safety engineervolved in this explosion for a month*

and a ventilation inspector are employed by the company, who divide

their time among all the mines of the company.
Mine Conditions Immediately Prior to the Disaster;
-n —I 1M||- || | I» |I «..|I HIIIHri.iM.ri n 'll I T - - - - - - - , - T 1 , 1 • -n T -rfr- I 1- Tl - I- — u' I I 1 — 1 — — I-.— — "If ——TT

The last day the mine had worked previous to the explosion

was Thursday, September 25, or about SS hours had elapsed from the

time the men left their working places until they returned Monday

* Q



According to the statement ofmoraltig, the day of the disaster.
the assistant mine foreman, he had visited the places on Saturday,

The fireSeptember £7,• and he did not find any gas on this visit.
boss stated that he had examined places in this mine for ten years

off and on and never found any gas in this section of the mine, and

that the only place h© ever did find gas was in the lower tfed Ash

It was generally believed by every one that the section in-vein*

volved had always been free from gas.
One other condition which may have some bearing on the

and which will be discussed further in the following pages,ease

is the fact that on Sunday, the day previous to the explosion, a

large fall occurred about a thousand feet ahead of the chambers

It is said that this fall orin which the explosion took place.
cave broke the rock strata fro® the bottom Bad Ash vein to the

surface

THE EXPLOSION

The explosion occurred in the faces of three chambers

off the rock tunnel section in the Bigger vein, low shaft figure

1 in the appendix shows the location of these chambers with re-
spect to other working places, and also the coursing of the air

It will be observed that these chambers had been driven up a dis-
tance of about six hundred feet and stopped where a rock fault was

encountered* These chambers raise with the coal at about 7~ from

The height of the coal is about 3 feet 1 inch, andthe horizontal.
about 4.4 feet of bottom rock had been taken up. The chambers were

- 5 -



driven about twenty-five to thirty feet wide, leaving twenty-five
foot pillsirs

s:figure 2 shows this seme section on a larger scale, and

for convenience, the chambers involved have been labeled, "inby

chamber,n ’’middle chamber," and ”outby chamber”.
According to substantial evidence contained in the tes-

timony of survivors and others working nearby, the explosion oe~

or less than ten minutes after the mencurred about ?sG5 a.m.,
entered the working places in the morning*.
Outbv Chamber;

!») IM t MuI Hli^HI"UlllWM»«

A miner and two laborers were working in this chamber

The two laborers were killed, andat the time of the explosion

their bodies were found: at points 4 and 5 indicated on Figure B

According to the statements of the miner who survived, the explo-
sion, with severe injuries and superficial burns, he and his la-
borers entered their working places, sat down at the miner’s box

(located at 11} and ate a lunch. The miner then went to the work-
ing place, (IS), and started to scrap® out two holes preparatory

Be called to the laborers to bring their shovels toto charging.
fie then went to the box to get the chargesshovel back some coal.

When h© reached theof. black powder which he had already made up.
box he saw fire coming out of a near by cross-cut on the left He

called a warning to his laborers who were outby from this point, and

The miner couldat that instant the powder keg near by exploded

The writer is inclined tonot remember what happened after that.
It is not believed thatbelieve the testimony given by this miner.

- 6 -



the gas ignition took place in this chamber, and it Is definitely

known that two kegs, or portions of kegs, of black powder exploded

found at (6).in this place, as the remainder of these kegs was

The forces traveled outward and to the' left in this chamber, except

at the cross-cut near where the powder exploded, they traveled to

the right*

Middle Chamber:

A miner and laborer were working in the middle chamber

and wejre probably the first to enter their working place this morn-
The laborer was killed instantly by violence, and his body

The miner was fatally injured and made his way

He died two days later in the hospital without mak

Upon 'examination of

ing.
was found at {3}.
to the heading*

ing any statement in regard to the explosion,

pack wall stoppings and other evidence, it is clearly indicated that

the force of the explosion traveled downward and to the right and

It is believed by the writer that an aecumu-left in this chamber.
lation of explosive gas was ignited by one of these men by means of

an open light in this middle chamber.
Inby Chamber:

A miner and laborer were working in the inby chamber at

Both of these men survived the explosionthe time of the explosion.
According to the st&te-with severe injuries and superficial burns,

meats of the miner, he entered his working place and went up to the

face and sounded the roof when the man in the middle chamber shouted

through the break-through and asked him how the air was. He replied

- ?



that he had good air said then took up his auger and started to

drill a hole, when the explosion occurred* He stated that he did

He was at {9} whennot see any fire at the time of the explosion.
the explosion occurred and made his way to (17) by the time he

was found by the rescuers.
The laborer in this chamber stated that he was shoveling

coal off the road near the place where the miner was boring the

hole when the explosion occurred, lie remembers hearing the miner

in the middle chamber ask about the air. He said he did not see

any fire at the time of the explosion, and all other statements

He was found severelyagree perfectly with those of the miner.
injured at (4).

There was no indication of extreme violence or heat in

the inby chamber, and it la doubtful that flame actually entered

this chamber.
TES! EE3CUE WOKK

The only other person, in the affected area at the time

of the explosion was the tracklayer who was on his way up into the

section where he was going to work that day. He felt the pressure

wave of the explosion and proceeded up into the ouiby chamber where

As soon as he realized what hadhe encountered one of the bodies.
happened, he returned to the work bench at the entrance to the sec-
tion. He met the motonaan, brakeman, and a laborer at this point

and told them that men were hurt and to get a stretcher. The con-
cussion was felt at the underground hoist house, and the hoist run-

— 8 **



ner, rope rider, end others proceeded into the explosion ares,

accompanied by the mine foreman. The bodies and injured men were

promptly removed from the scene of tide explosion
of promotion or detection devices. Open lights were used by most

of the men doing the rescue work. About two hours after the ex-
plosion, apparatus erews arrived, accompanied by the safety engi-
neer for the company. A complete examination of the area was made

by the apparatus erews under oxygen before the area was reventil-
ated. About.5 per cent carbon monoxide was Indiested in the air

about half way up into the chambers, and over two per sent at the

faces of the chambers. (This with the Iodine pentoxid CO detector.)

without the aid

CASSES OF THE DISASTER

Gas and Ventilations

Figure 1 in the appendix shows the course of the air be-
fore the explosion and after the ventilation had been restored fol-
lowing the explosion as indicated by the arrows,

writer made his inspection the ventilation had been restored and

the air was following its normal course,

writer, accompanied by the safety engineer of Sac company, collect-
ed air samples at the intake to the affected area, at the faces of

the three chambers involved, and in the return from the affected

At the time the

On Friday, October 5, the

The exact locations of the samples taken are shownin Figure

Table So.1 gives the results of the analysis

area.
1 of the appendix.
of these samples.

- 9 -
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It will be observed from tibia table that the sample

taken In the intake of No.3 chamber, which is the intake for

tike section involved, did not show a trace of methane. Sample®

taken in the moving air current near the faces of the three cham-
bers involved shoved a methane content of 0.24, 0.23, and 0.31

The sample taken in the return from the involved sec-per cent.
tlon contained 0.06 per cent methane in 11,000 cubic feet of air

per minute. The results of these analyses prove conclusively that

methane is being liberated at the faces of the three chambers and

that there is about 6.6 cubic feet of methane per minute being lib-
erated from somewhere within the explosion area, which would amount

This quantity, diluted down to the min-ts 396 cubic feet per hour.
imum explosive point for methane which is 3 per cent, would produce

7,920 cubic feet of explosive gas per hour, or 190,080 cubic feet

of gas at an explosive mixture per £4 hours*

From the above, the writer has come to the conclusion that

the exact cause of the explosion is as follows:

The ignition of an unexpected accumulation of explosive

gas by means of an open light in a mine that was generally supposed

to be noa-gassy, and in which no precautions were taken against the

possibility of sudden radsalons of explosive gas.
The exact cause of the sudden appearance of explosive gas

It is quite possible

that the door between the middle chamber and inby chamber may have

in the three chambers is not definitely known*

been previously left open. This would have short-circuited the air

and allowed for the accumulation of gas. The miners from the inby

- 10 -



chamber who passed through this doer on the morning of the ex-
plosion., when interviewed at the hospital, stated that they did

not remember whether the door was opened or eloeed when they

passed that point.
Another possible cause of the sudden appearance of ex-

plosive gas is the explanation that a heavy fall occurred in an-
other section of the mine about a thousand feet ahead of the

faces of the three chambers. It is thought that the disturbance

caused by this fall may have shaken the rock strata about the

fault at the faces of the three chambers and loosened up crev-
ices which may have released methane into the chambers.

Over a period of years, in which the Bureau of Mines

has investigated many explosions, the fact has been repeatedly

demonstrated that all coal mines are potentially gassy and that

any coal mine, regardless of its classification, is liable at

any time to encounter explosive gas. The details of this explo-
sion bring forcibly to attention the Bureau of Mines Safety De-
cision Ho.1, relating to miners* lamps in coal mines.

"Decision 1, relating to miners* lamps in coal mines.
The Bureau of Mnea recommends:
1. In all coal mines the portable lamps for illumina-

tion be permissible, portable, electric mine lamps; and also
2» In places where fire damp or black damp la liable

to be encountered, a permissible, magnetically-locked fl
safety lamp for gas detection, or equivalent permissible
device, be supplied to at least one experienced employee in
each fhshaplaee; and

3. my employee before being supplied with a permis-
sible flams safety lamp be examined by a competent official
of the mine to assure the man** ability to detect gas; and

4. All coal mines, whether classed as non-gaasy or
gassy in any part, be supplied with magnetically-locksd, per-

- 11 -



missible, flans safety lamps, properly maintained, and in suf-
ficient number for all. inspection purposes.«

Inspections:

The chambers in which the explosion occurred were not

subjected to daily pre-shift examination by a competent fire boss;

the only supervisory inspections mads were upon the daily visits

of the section foreman and frequent visits of the mine foreman.
Sad these chambers been examined for gas by a fire boss before

the shift entered the mine, the presence of explosive gas would

probably have been discovered and the place cleared out before

the men would have been permitted to enter their working places.
Pre-shift examinations of working places , and all places where

men are required to travel, should be made, not only for explo-
sive gas and conditions of ventilation, but for dangerous roof

conditions as well. The writer was informed that the management

had decided to employ four regular fire bosses at this colliery

to take care of these examinations. This may be regarded as one

measure toward the elimination of similar explosions, and the man-
agement is to be commended for the action taken.

In this connection, it might be well to cite Bureau of

Hines Safety Decision No.6, relating to sealing nil parts of a

coal mine which can not be kept well ventilated and inspected.
"Decision Ko.6, relating to sealing all parts of a coal

mine which can not be kept wall ventilated or inspected:
In the interest of safety, the Bureau of Hines, Depart-

ment of Commerce, recommends that in coal mines, all entries,
rooms, paneii, or sections that can not be kept well ventil-
ated throughout, or can not be inspected regularly and thor-
oughly, or that are not being used for coursing the air, trav-
el, haulage, or the extraction of coal, be sealed by strong,
fireproof stoppings."

- 12 -



Explosives:

While the use of explosive la this colliery wee prob-
ably not e factor in the cauae of the ignition, it is known that

two kegs of black blasting powder, or portions thereof, actually

did explode, presumably haring teen ignited by the burning gas*

Incidentally, it was observed that considerable black powder, lion-
obel OALf, squibs and detonators were scattered about the working

places without regard to the quantity allowed in any one working
*

place, or the proper method of storing small quantities of explo-
sive underground*

The use of black blasting powder in coal mines presents
.. j

a hazard which must be recognized. It is much more likely to ig-
nite explosive gas than any type of permissible-branded explosive

and is much more likely to cause premature shots and misfires. Black

blasting powder is ale© more easily ignited, therefore, harder to

handle and store safely. Mine Safety Decision ho.£ deals with the

kinds ©X explosive recommended for use in coal mines, and is quoted

herewith:

"Decision Ho. 2, relating to the kind of explosive to use
in coal mining.

In the interest of safety, the Bureau of Mines recommends
that for blasting in coal mines* permissible explosives, fired
electrically, be exclusively used, and that as «a aid to blast-
ing, all coal which is feasible to cut should be cut or sheared."

moommmnms
1. pre-shift examinations for explosive gas should be made

in all working places and all places adjacent to working places

and all abandoned areas unless they cure effectively sealed.

- 13



2, permissible flame safety lamps, or their permissible

equivalent, only, should be used for making snob examinations.
3. Portable leaps for Illumination should be permissible,

portable, electric mine leaps.
4. Permissible-branded explosive only should be employed

for blasting, and it should be used in a permissible manner.
5. Hot more explosive than is needed for one shift should

be stored in any working place at any time.
6. The provisions of Mine Safety Decision Ho. IE, relating

to the methods of firing shots in coal mines, should be adopted and

enforced. (See appendix.)

?• In mines where explosive gas la liberated, or where ex-
plosive gas is liable to be liberated, haulage and hoisting should be

kept in intake air as far as is possible.
8. The provision of Mine SafetyBecision Ho. 13, relating

to electrical equipment in coal mines which may become gassy, should

be carefully considered. (See appendix.) All replacements of ele-e-
rfcrieaUe equipment should be of a permissible type.

A0KH0WL2IXSM2KP

The courteous assistance of Mr. G. M. Gillette, general man-
ager, and Mr. Andrew Wilson, safety engineer, who placed full informa-
tion at the disposal of the writer is gratefully acknowledged.

Heapectfully submitted, ^

m J. mmt c
Assistant Mine safety Engineer

Approved; - 14 -
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Iv C. 6198.

The foregoing -tea7 decisions were issued as Circtiiar 6091, in December, 1928.
-that time Mine Safety Decision No. 11 was approved by the Director and issued in Circular

6139, May, 1929.

Since

Decision No. 11 relating to haulage and hoisting

in coal mines- -with reference to the ventilation

In the interest of safety, the Bureau of
Mines/ Department of Commerce, recommends that in coal
mines, haulage and (or) hoisting be kept in intake air
as far as possible.

As in the case of previous - mine-safety:decisions-, the subject matter covered by
this decision has frequently come to the attention of the Bureau of Mines through the re-
ports of its mining engineers on explosion disasters and:in accident-hazard investigations.

Although expressed in a few words, this decision is a matter of the greatest im-portance in the . safe operation of mines, especially with the increasing use of electricity

in mines. It .has been frequently, pointed out that'since the very general use of permissi-
lamps and'permissible explosives in coal mines, the chief cause of explosions

during the last few years has been * electrical, and "a number of these have been caused on
haulage entries.

ble miners

APPENDIX

Following the issuance of the decisions included in Information Circulars 6091 and
6139, the Mine Safety Board made the two recommendations, 12 and 13, which are under con-
sideration fo-r approval as decisions by Director Scott Turner.

Decisudn 1^0. -12 -relating tb methods of firing; shots in coal mines.

The Bureau of Min-es, Department of- Commerce-, extending Mine Safety Decision No. 2.,
recommends that for blasting either coal or reck in coal mines, permissible* explosives or
equivalent permissible device be used exclusively, and in addition recommends that in
blasting**

1. Each charge shall be in a hole properly drilled and stemmed with incombustible
material.

2. Each shot shall be fired separately by a permissible single-shot blasting unit,
using:4n electric detonator or igniting equivalent of a kind specified by the

bureau- for ’ the particular permissible explosive or permissible blasting device.

3. Beforehand following each shot in gassy and slightly gassy coal mines, examina-
tion for gas shall be made with a permissible: flame safety lamp or permissible
equivalent*** and

- 13 -6573
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4; If., more ,than 1£ per cent of inflammable:gas;.is.v£qund,„ in.the quantity and by

the...method specified in Mine Safety Decision No.;9,*•**•*Cthe placec -Sjhall~.be /con-
sidered to be in a hazardous condition and before another shot is fq.rcd^he>^asshall be reduced by ventilation below the percentage and quantity specified in

Decision No. 9.

5. Each shot employing explosives shall be prepared and. -fired by or under the
immediate supervision of a man having a state certificate as a mine examiner,
fire boss, or foreman, and whenever conditions permit all other men than those
authorized to prepare and fire shots shall be out of the mine when shot firing
with explosives is being done.

* Anything that has successfully passed scheduled tests and is officially approved by
the. United,States. Bureau of Mines is termed "permissible." r

This would , not apply whe-re shot firing is done electrically from the - sur^** Exception
face when all the men are out of the mine.

*** Mine Safety Decision No. 2 relative to permissible flame safety.;lampsr,or,;equivalent i.
**** Decision No. 9, Paragraph 5: "If. the air of any unsealed. place when sampled on-tested

in any part of -that place not nearer than 4 feet from the face and 10 inches--from
the roof shall be .found to contain;

"(a) More than 1$ per cent of inflammable gas, the place shall be considered in a
hazardous condition and require improved ventilation and

"(b) If more. than. 2|per cent of inflammable gas, the place shall-be .considered
dangerous, and only men who have been officially designated /to improve the yen*;

tilation and are properly protected shall remain in or enter said place.;’’

This decision, as stated in its opening words, supplements Mine Safety Decision
Since the time

a blasting device has been tested by the Bureau of Mines and
No. 2 (p. 4) which primarily recommended the use of permissible explosives
of issuing that decision,
determined to be suitable for use in gassy and dusty mines and has been termed a "permissi-

This instrument consists of a reusable steel cylindrical shell whichble blasting device
is charged with highly, compressed or liquefied carbon .dioxide, and contains a heating ; elê -
ment to be ignited by an electric squib within the container. A firing circuit can..be - ees-
tablished only after inserting a bayonet-locked firing plug in the end of the container.
Only, a permissible .single-̂ shot blasting unit should be used for firing.

Permissible explosives are "permissible" only when used in the manner prescribed in
the "Schedule of tests." This. tentative decision specifies that permissibility requires
the shot hole to be properly located with reference to. the "burden" of the blast and that
the explosive charge be stemmed with incombustible material. The charge is to be fired by

electrical detonator, using a permissible single-shot blasting unit, one shot at a time,
except in firing electrically from the surface when all men are .out of the minre, as is the

practice in the mines of Utah and in certain other districts..

14 -6573
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When the schedule of.jpermissibility tests or. requirements for blasting devices was

under consideration, the question arose as to whether it was essential that the stemming be

of incombustible material. The Mine Safety Board recommended that t'he use' of incombustible

material for stemming is necessary, for the reason that in the blasting device approved by

the bureau there is included a "heating element" which may, under certain conditions, pro-
duce sufficient external heat to ignite dust or gas by flame. Moreover, the sudden release

of carbon dioxide under high pressure, which causes adiabatic compression of the air and

methane (if any) confined in the hole adjacent to . the ^ shell, may under special conditions

cause the temperature of the mixture to rise to the ignition point of methane

need of incombustible stemming.

hence, the

As concerns that part of the decision in paragraphs (3) and (4), the need of testing

for inflammable gas before -firing a shot and between shots has been abundantly demonstrated

by the explosions which have been the result of not doing so.

The rapid firing of a series of shots in coal mines by shot firers- who have not

charged the shots, who proceed from place to place firing the groups of shots, and who do

not make any inspections is a great hazard. Where several shots are fired in one place gas

may be liberated and (or) coal-dust stirred up into the air by the.first shots and a subse-
quent shot may ignite the dust and (6r) gas-, as has frequently happened.

Furthermore, if the shots in a working place are "depending shots," it is impossible

to foresee how much or how. little cbal is thrown out by the first blast, leaving too light

a burden for the second blast or so heavy a burden .that it may cause a blown-out shot. No

permissible explosive or blasting device so far tested and given permissibility is abso-
lutely free from some flame, and if there is inflammable gas in explosive proportions in an

amount in excess oi\ that given in clause (4), or. if there is a dense heavy cloud of coal-
* , *

dust present, ignition may occur which may lead to a disastrous explosion. Although this

combination’of circumstances is perhaps rare, it has occurred and may occur again if every *

precaution is not taken.

Paragraph (5). recommends that the men who fire the shots shall be certified men

and that they shall know .what each hole contains before firing it, either charging it them-
selves or having it charged under their immediate supervision. It also recommends as an

additional precaution that where the organization of the mine and other conditions permit,

the shot firing shall be done when all' other men than those authorized are out of the mine.

Tentative Decision No. 13 relating to electrical equipment

in coal mines which may become gassy

The Bureau of Mines, Department of Commerce, recommends that when electricity is

used in coal mines rated as gassy,* or wherever in any mine the atmosphere may become gassy:

1. Electrical equipment shall be permissible,**

2. Nonpermissible electrical equipment*** shall be

used only -in pure intake air.
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3. Electrical power shall be cut off whenever the air

in the workings is in a dangerous condition,*****
due to inflammable gas.

* Decision No. 3 classifies coal mines on the basis of the specific amounts of methane

found in the mine atmosphere. See also, Decision No. 9.

Anything that has successfully passed scheduled tests and is officially approved by

the U. S. Bureau of Mines is termed "permissible."
**

*** Including trolley wires, trailing cable connections other than through permissible

junction boxes, and power lines (except armored rubber-covered cables which meet the

specifications of the National Electrical Code.)

**** Decision No. 8 defines "pure intake air."
***** Decision No. 9 defines the proportion or amount of gas in a mine working which shall

be considered dangerous.

The alarmingly frequent explosions, due to electrical ignition, which have occurred

in coal mines, especially in recent years, make, it highly important that electrical equipo-
llent should be "permissible" when used in any parts of a mine where gas is likely to be

encountered. The bureau in its Mine Safety Decision No. 3 (p * 4) states that in its opinion

"all coal mines are potentially gassy," - but for purposes of administration in respect to

the prevention of explosions and fires, it recommends their classification as nongassy,

slightly gassy, and gassy.

Decision No. 9 (p. 10) states that if more than 1i per cent of inflammable gas is

found in the air of a place, it is in a hazardous condition^ and if more than 2^- per cent

is found, no men should remain in the place except those charged with the duty of improving

the ventilation' and who are properly protected, as by wearing oxygen breathing apparatus

and using gas detectors of precision.

If the gas inflow into a coal mine from the surrounding strata was constant and

the workings and other conditions uniform, provisions for ventilation could be made that

would practically insure against ever having a hazardous gas condition in that mine, except

by breakdown' of ventilating equipment. But none of the factors are constant; the gas inflow

changes as the mine faces advance, new fissures carrying gas are encountered, large roof-
falls occur which tap gas "feeders" or throw down gas collected in caved ground, and the

mine workings are constantly changing in shape and conditions, all of which in turn affect

the ventilating arrangements.

It is therefore the opinion of the Mine Safety Board that the maximum degree of

safety from electrical ignition in coal mines would be obtained by using only permissible

machinery, permissible appliances, and other permissible equipment, including locomotives
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and hoists. The board recognizes, however, the practical difficulties of putting this

recommendation into effect, as for example, in nongassy mines and in the intake air of

mines rated as gassy. Nevertheless, the Mine Safety Board is emphatically of the opinion

that nonpermissible electrical equipment should not be used except where the atmosphere is

aŝ fhee from inflammable gas as is specified for "pure intake air" in Decision No;l --8 “
'(p. 9),

which calls for not over .05 per cent of inflammable gas in "pure intake air."

Power cables for underground use in coal mines classed as gassy have not as yet

been covered by a Bureau of Mines schedule of tests for "permissibility." It is tentatively

recommended that only those cables termed "armored cables" of the rubber-covered type con-
structed in accordance with the specifications of the National Electrical Code be used, and

that the "armor shall be electrically continuous throughout and grounded."
402, p. 5.)7

(Tech Paper

Trailing cables also have not been covered by the Bureau of Mines schedule for per-
Until a "permissible list" for trailing cables is established by the bureau,

missibility;

the users of permissible machinery should employ the trailing cables recommended for the

specific permissible machinery.' (Details of the general character, installation, protec-
tion, and inspection are given in Technical Paper 402.) In all places where inflammable gas

might be encountered 'and permissible machinery and armored cable is used, the Mine Safety

Board recommends that trailing cables should receive current through permissible junction

boxes.
In gassy and Slightly :gassy mines there are great- hazards in having trolley wires or.-.

Such elec-unarmored power lines in headings and working faces beyond any open crosscuts,

trie wires should not extend into -rooms, longwall faces, or pillar workings, or beyond any

continuously operated -ventilating - Gircuit which is not controlled by effective ventilating

doors or stoppings. - Curtains arid loose gob stoppings or any stoppings:or doors which allow

air leakage should not be considered effective.

7 - Safety Rules for Installing and Using Electrical Equipment in Coal Mines. Tech. Paper 402, Bureau of Mines,

1926. 21 pp.
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LIST OF DECISIONS

PageDecision
No.

3Miners’ lamps in coal mines1

4Kind of explosives to use in coal mining2

Defining what the Mine Safety-Board considers to constitute a3

4nongassy, a slightly gassy, and a gassy coal mine

6Auxiliary fans or lowers in coal mines .4

Prevention of coal-dust explosions by rock-dusting 75

Sealing all parts of a coal mine which can not be kept well6

7ventilated and inspected
Carrying of "intake" and "return" air currents in separate.7

shafts, slopes, or drifts (in coal, metal, or other mines) ..
Definitions used in coal-mine ventilation regulations, but

which may also be applied to ventilation in metal and other

8

8

9mines
Quantity and quality of air to be furnished, in ventilating9

10coal mines
Ways of escaping from a mine (in coal, metal, or other mines)..10 11

Haulage and hoisting in coal mines with reference to the ven-11

tilation 13

Methods of firing shots in coal mines
Limitations of electrical equipment in gassy, or slightly
gassy coal mines

12(Tentative)
13(Tentative)

13

15
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THE PITTSTOP COMPANY
DUNMORE. PA

Office of The Chief Engineer

OLD FORCE COLLIERY
LAW SHAFT

NIGGER VENN
Map showing ventilation before and
after explosion on Sept 23,1330.
Red - Norma/ course of air.

Green --Short circuit after explosion
Scale I"- loo /0 -3 - 30
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tom to oiec «s.1 - Ml ne c» r>

2 - P- ck*t ea - i e flask. '

3 - Top of lamo.
* - laborer found - oead lnby.

Pieca of silrt charred.
To ** of cap.

5 - Laborer found - lead outby - eav broken
1- half .
Carbide container Intact.
S'ioe - Dio- « r ran ball / ehot up.

6 - Clove - tnreal box - place "f ahlrt.
Z-\ rbllo box enot up - 2 lamp*.
2 peed r earn badly enot up.
To 1 box eeasnei up.
S-*ened tin vitn squibs.

7 - Piece ' f overalls unbumed.
1- -- cut.

9 Shoe.
1C - 6 Detorutors.

Unnobel box broken - 'lonobal i Xxplodere11
sc» tta -ed.
2 Hol-s - Left nand corner - 6-1/2 feet deep.12
2 Poets not eet - tool* undisturbed reedy to make
ehot.

13 - Too Deck of 2 :«il * - Pick.
14 - Dinner bucket - badly slashed.
15 - *ool Jacket - »one burn 'd holes - singed on > ne aide.
16 - Too of car lie can - to of powder can.

<atar flank.17
13 - Carbide can.
19 - Piece of cartridge paper - burned.
20 - Battery In center of truck - shooting wire along rib.

’/IDLLS CjUMBa
1 - Jlors torn to pieces.-vnaaite box blow* to pieces.
2 - 2 caps in road.
3 ~ Blood on ground - head print - belt.

>xr out to heading - laborer found dead )( M i n e -- ->i i «
k - Bottons of larap.
5 - Sxpty c a r i l? can - pocket.

Dinner can - can ooeder - Jacket - water bottlo -6
Box of Moaobel.paper - pick - henl off enoe.

7 - Hove and equib.
3 - Part of box ef Uo.nobel and Keg of ooxder.

Squibs scattered - gloves ft alec, snail tools.
•all blown br force.9 -r- _>X - Lu t X cut all to . Is undisturbed.

IKB'

1 Jacket - no bums.
2 dan nowder - nearly fall.
3 ducket - 31oves - *e burnt.
4 - Snore1 1 check - Laborer found here.
5 - 2 e icrele on right rail.
b - Auger bit on left rail.
7 - GarniJe can part full of carbide.
8 - Scrwer - bent.
9 - Axe A bit la X tut.

10 Pest - earked on lnby side.
11 - Snike bar - bent needle - sledge - earbide leap

and batteries.
12 - Drill pick - banner - ene-ior.
1 3 - 1 pro -’ dislodged by force.

1 broken by gob.
1 lease oro and lying across road.

14 - Tool Box - Checks 03'-* * Lid off ewpty can.
15 - TOD ef bucket - cast.
16 - Bucket.
17 ~ liner -ade jra • to here.
13 - Door broken.

Arrows indicate direction of explosion force ae
shown or. gob.
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